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Impact Group's Q3 Update: 
Moving Through COVID-19

■ Now that the initial surge in CPG demand has slowed

and supply chains are returning more toward normal,

many companies want guidance on:

■ Pricing strategies

■ Promotional strategies for back half 2020

■ Channel shifting into E-commerce

■ COVID-19 impact on holidays

■ This Impact Group update addresses your biggest

concerns with actionable insights and recommended

processes to navigate these uncharted waters.

Source: IRI 2020 'The Changing Shape of the CPG Demand CuNe" 
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What We Are Seeing: 

■ The CPG industry is more resistant to recession than

other retail channels, but consumers in the new

recession are short on confidence, money, and are 

greatly concerned with personal health, which all

impact retail.

■ The increased demand for CPG products continues

even as states ease restrictions. Food and beverages

are leading the way as consumers exhaust non-edible

stock up from past months. Most countries, states, and

cities are seeing elevated growth with trends still a few

points above pre-COVID levels.

■ Eating at home continues to drive larger baskets.

Pantry stocking and shopping trips are rebounding

now that consumers are more confident that they can

find what they need when they shop.

Source: IRI 2020 "The Changing Shape of the CPG Demand Curve" 
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The Landscape Continues To 
Change: 

■ Some areas are seeing high price/mix growth. Shifts

to larger packs and volume price increases, driven by

inflation in areas like snacks and fewer price

promotions is driving the costs of consumer baskets

up and consumers are noticing.

■ CPG Manufacturers are benefitting from new buyers.

The pandemic stock up brought huge gains in new

buyers for brands that remained on the shelf.

There is significant opportunity in retaining triers

post-pandemic.

■ E-commerce, Grocery, and Discounters are

gaining due to increased focus on eating at home

and contactless shopping is driving significant share

of CPG sales to E-commerce. Grocery is regaining

share in the US and consumers are also spending

more at discounters.

Source: IRI 2020 "The Changing Shape of the CPG Demand Curve" 
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CPG Demand Remains Elevated Even 
As Mobility Has Improved: 

■ Countries, states and regions ease mobility restrictions

at different rates, but many see increased CPG demand

into June 2020 with the US at +11 % versus year ago for

week ending 6/14/20.
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■ Mobility is not a direct predictor for CPG demand growth rates.
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Arizona, New Mexico, and Michigan have the highest CPG

demand growth for the 4 weeks ending 6/14/20 and all have

varying levels of mobility changes. It is important to watch the

various regions, states, and major market metro areas to help

forecast for ongoing consumer needs.
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High Rate Even In States Where Consumers 
Are More Mobile
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■ Fewer promotions, larger stock-up trips, buying different

pack sizes and even buying different brands can all fuel

CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS of higher prices.

■ Due to the perception of higher prices and the complicated

factors affecting the market it is imperative to have a strong

data-based pricing strategy.

Q. Consumers who agree with the statement:

I have seen prices increase because of Coronavirus. 

51% 

41% 

March 13-15 March 20-22 

61% 

March 27-30 

67% 66% 

April 3-5 April 10-12 

Source: IRI Survey 2020, among IR Consumer Network Panel representing Total US Primary Grocery Shoppers. March 13-13, March 
20-22, March 27--30, April 3-5, April 10-12

Shoppers Feel Prices Are Increasing:
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Pricing Considerations: 

■ Price cuts and promotions have historically been "Go-To"

tactics during a recession for manufacturers to be considered

an affordable choice. This should be considered carefully.

■ Companies that aren't strategic about price will struggle as
the economy improves. Only 21% of companies who cut
costs and price become leaders when the economy
improves, compared with 37% that drive operational

efficiency and value proposition. These leaders see sales
and profit growth > 10% above competition after the
recession ends.

Percent of Companies that Become Leaders When Economy Improves Based on Type of 
Response during 2008-09 recession 

21% 

15% 

Mainta in Strategy and Tactics Cut Costs and Price 

Source: Harvard Business Review "Roaring out of a Recession" March 2010 
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26% 

Invest in Marketing and R&D Drive Operational Efficiencies and 

Value Proposition 
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IRl's Approach To Maintain Retail 
Pricing Discipline During A Recession:

■ Shoppers will display greater price sensitivity during the

recession. Focus on value over absolute price. They will
shift to different sizes, including smaller when they can't

afford bigger; and bigger when they can afford multi-use 

sizes for increased cost savings. Spend on non-essential 

grocery items will decline and shoppers will shift from 

mainstream to value brands.

■ Manufacturers should avoid price cuts unless necessary

to maintain both margins and equity during the recession.

STEP 1 STEP2 STEP3 STEP4 

Identify Insensitive Find Alternatives to Just Prioritize Non-Price Drive 
Proa c s  C Pnc Nego a on Levers C om a e 

Take the Insensitive Drive Up Willingness Provide Financial Build Alignment by Telling 
Portion of Your Portfolio to Pay or Pair Price Cuts Incentive Without Retailer Partners What's 

Off the Table with Cost Reductions Hurting Price Equity in it for Them 
. Segment portfolio by level • Investigate potential product . Identify key retailer • Budd a specific plan, retailer by 

of elasticity and positioning opportunities concerns beyond price retailer, across all three 
. Calculate the impact to to reduce price elasticity during a recession (e.g., previous phases 

both your financials and the . Compare the benefit and payment terms, trade . Craft a compelling sell-in 
retailer's from cutting price effort of these positioning agreements) specific to each retailer, 
in each segment opportunities against . Quantify the potential cost showcasing how the plan drives 

. Demonstrate the negative potential cost reduction for offering alternative a broader strategy and vision 

impact for both parties from opportunities options against the cost of 
. Showcase the financial benefit 

cutting price on inelastic . Prioritize the best tradeoffs, cutting price for them, including potential 
items and narrow the list where • Set up negotiating levers contingencies, articulating how 

price cuts alone are still and contingencies you will help achieve it 
necessary 

Source: IRI May 7, 2020 "Maintaining Pricing Discipline During a Recession' 
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Framework To Determine If Price 
Cuts Are Necessary:

■ A broad-brush approach to cutting price during a recession

is the least effective strategy and hinders long-term growth.

■ Manufacturers need to know their pricing sensitivity at a

granular level and to focus investments only where absolutely

necessary to prevent brand equity erosion .
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Source: IRI May 7, 2020 "Maintaining Pricing Discipline During a Recession". IRI Consulting 
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Tactics To Provide Value Without 
Lowering Price

■ A recession impacts each aisle very differently and not every

manufacturer will see TRUE pricing pressure from shoppers.

Before cutting price, manufacturers should investigate their

total value proposition and capitalize on other levels to appear

as a stronger deal vs. competition.

■ Responses must account for the inherent brand equity and

ability to maintain pricing despite a contraction in shoppers'

wallets. Here are some options to help with providing value

to shoppers.

Source: IRI May 7, 2020 "Maintaining Pricing Discipline During a Recession" 
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Shoppers Are Seeing Fewer Price 
Promotions Across Channels

■ A decrease in promotions across channels is contributing to
shoppers perception of increased prices.

■ Grocery has the largest declines and in April and May
ranged -8% to -9% versus 1 year ago. Investing in
promotions at the right time in the right channel is critical for 
the back half of 2020.

Weekly% of Dollar Sales on Price Reduction/Promotion 
Current and Ppt Change vs YA 

26.7 
Grocery 

Jan-Feb Mar Apr May 

+0.3 -3.1 -9.1 -8.2

Ppt. Change vs. YA 

Mass 

Jan-Feb Mar Apr May 

+0.1 -0.6 -2.4 -3.7

Ppt. Change vs. YA 

Source: IRI POS Data. IRI Consulting Analysis. Data ending 5/17 /'20 

Drug 

Jan-Feb Mar Apr May 

-1.0 0.0 -1.0 -0.9

Ppt. Change vs. YA 
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Promotions Are Down Since COVID-19, But 
Are Beginning To Rebound In Late June 

■ As retailers begin investing again in a variety of feature

tactics, manufacturers should reallocate funds from 2H

2020 to 1 H 2021 to generate additional revenue.

Weekly Index of 2020 Total Promoted Products vs. 2019 Total 

Promoted Products by Media Type 
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Boost Sales With The Right Promotional Offer 

■ Some retailers have already resumed normal promotional

activities but are adjusting certain offers based on inventory

availability.

■ Retailers are planning future ads with anticipation of a

normal page count.

■ Retailers are looking to improve their KVI price positioning

and promotions. Manufacturers who partner and provide

solutions will disproportionately win.

■ One of the largest costs of business for retailers and

manufacturers today is trade promotions and discounts.

Oppotunities exist to improve promotions for depth of

discount, quality merch timing, threshold pricing, and

multiples.

Opportunities to 
Optimize 

Promotions 

• Depth of Discount

• Quality Merch

• Thresholds

• Multiples

Source: ielsen retailer interviews, May 2020' "Make your trade go further on demand webinar "Nielsen" 6/24/20 
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Analyze And Optimize Depth Of Discount: 

■ Discounts are a balance of volume, share, and profit.

Optimal discounts motivate shoppers to buy while still

achieving a profitable ROI, threshold pricing, and

multiples.

■ Determine a minimum and maximum recommended depth

of discount by using profit and volume curves. Leverage

account rep expertise at the retailer to further refine the range.

■ The data analysis must be banner or division specific.

Using channel assumptions or averages across chains

leads to decreased accuracy. Best-in-class takes a surgical

approach and has granular account specific guidelines.

MIN DISCOUNT LEVEL MAX 

MAX PROFIT PROFIT PARITY 

This discount level will ..,.._ ___ ...,. This discount level drives the 
maximize profits during the most sales, while maintaining 

.... 

promotion profit 

32% of promotion weeks 
were run with a discount 

that were not 
maximizing a blend of 
profit and volume. 

.... 

If changes were moved 

to the optimal depth 

both profit (+0.4%) and 
revenue ( +2.3%) would 
increase. 

Source: Nielsen 6/24/ 'Make your trade go further on demand webinar'' 
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■ The industry is leaving over 20 basis points of total store

incremental growth on the table from not optimizing

timing for Feature & Display.

■ A Nielsen analysis showed that 32% of display weeks and

27% of feature weeks should be reallocated to a different

week to drive incremental sales. Evaluate timing of

promotion for lift and promotion effectiveness index to

guide timing decisions.

45% 
F&D activity cannibalizes and 

isn't incremental to the category 

+47% +36%
Incremental Sales/Display Feature Productivity 

Source: Nielsen 6/24/'20 "Make your trade go further on demand webinar" 

Timing Is Everything For Quality Merch
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Make Multiples Work 

■ According to Nielsen, there is a size of prize of +9.4%

increase in lift by running more effective price multiples 

across the store.

■ Review past promotions and eliminate those with the

lowest lift. If trying new multiples promotions evaluate

and compare to TPR at similar depth of discount to see

which is most effective.

Relative Effectiveness by Promo Type 

TPR 2 FOR$ DISPLAY FEATURE FEATURE & 

DISPLAY 

Multiples Don't Work 
Everywhere vs TPR 

20% 

38% 

■ Effective ■ Neutral ■ Negative

What is the Best Multiple? 

41% 

27% 

2FOR 3FOR 

32% 

4+ 

Source: Nielsen 6/24/20 ''Make your trade go further on demand webinar" 
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Key Questions And Guidance

Key Questions: 

■ Are you allocating trade funds correctly?

■ Are you deploying the right trade tactics?

■ How many weeks of support does each item receive?

■ Do multiples work for key items?

■ Are my feature and/or display activities at the right timing?

Recommendations: 

■ Build a Headquarter pricing strategy for your brands and

customize to better partner with each of your retailers.

■ If your shoppers have been trained on a certain pricing or

promotion strategy it will take a gradual change to migrate

to a new strategy.

■ Listen to your shoppers. Thousands of offers have been tested

by you and your competition. In depth and granular promotional

analysis can help you understand which work best.
Source: Nielsen 6/24/20 "Make your trade go further on demand webinar" 
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$ Share by Channel: Before, During, and 

After Stockpiling peak 

Share Chg. 
Post vs. Pre 

Share Chg. 
Post vs. Pre 

Pre-Peak Peak Post-Peak 

TOTAL STORE 

-.....- +0.2 
: +0.2 

--0.4 

0.0 

I •1.31 

Pre-Peak Peak Post-Peak 

TOT AL EDIBLE 

-1.1 

-1.9 

Pre-Peak Peak Post-Peak 

TOTAL NONEDIBLE 

Note: Top All Other retailers include Specialty Stores, Liquor, Pet,and Military. E-commerce based on total 

US projection from 204 categories scaled to match coverage of remaining categories. Source: IRI POS, 

Panel, and E-Market Insights Data Pre-Peak 8 weeks ending 2/23/20. peak- 4 w/e 3/22/20. Post Peak 8 w/e 5/17/20 

-1.6 
+0.5 

-1.5 

-1.3 

--0.6 

-1.8 

E-commerce
CPG Sales Have Shifted To E-Commerce, Grocery, 
And Dollar Channels Post COVID-19 
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E-commerce

US Retail Sales $B By Store Type, February - 
May 2020

■ Online retailers represent average $76.5B a month
(-$918B a year) and have grown to 17-18% of total
Retail sales.

■ Food service is at 60% of February level and accounts
for 35% of food retail sales vs. 50% in February.

All Other Retail1 

Health & Personal 
Care Stores 

Non-

Gen erch Retailers 

Food Service & 
Drinking P aces 

F&B Stores 

r----•-----
l,---1 ;�.:, .... ______ ,---1 .. la6il"'----

---$557 B 

$516 B 

February March Apnl May 

May vs. 

Feb. Index 

85 

90 

125 

99 

59 

113 

Source: /RI Consulting analysis 2020; US Census Retail Trade advanced estimates seasonally adjusted. 
l. Includes auto, gos, furniture, building materials, clothing, electronics, and sporting retailers.
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E-commerce Gains Are Here To Stay With
47% Of Online Orders A Normal Part Of
Shoppers' Routine.

Which of the following best describes your purchase? 
% of shoppers who made an online or click-and-collect purchase 

in the past month 

Online Orders 

0 j r , 1 oh 

IRi 

Shopping Online/ U ing Click-and-Collect 
■ Normal port of routine
■ Use it occos,onolly

First time in the lost 6 months
First time ever

23% 
IRi 

Click-and-Collect 

I 

Ordering More 
Groceries Online 
due to COVID-19 

Source: /RI Survey 4/10-4/12 among National Consumer Panel representing Total US Primary Grocery Shoppers. 
Numerator Survey 6/22/2020 Shoppers with confirmed purchases week prior (n= 1004) 
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E-commerce

Almost 60% Of Shoppers Use Home 
Shipment Or Delivery For Edible Purchases 

■ Edible is the driver for both delivery and
store pickup.

Nonedible 

Edible 

Share of E-commerce Dollar Sales 

by Fulfillment Type 

1/512020 1112/2020 1/1912020 1/26/2020 '212/2020 2/9/2020 2/16/2020 2/23/2020 31112020 318/2020 311512020 

1/512020 1/12/2020 1/19/2020 1/26/2020 2/2/2020 2/9/2020 2/16/2020 2/23/2020 311/2020 318/2020 3115/2020 

Source: /RI eMorket Insights 2020 based on 204 releasable eMorket insights categories and retailers where fulfillment con be determined. 
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E-commerce Outpacing Brick And
Mortar Growth

■ Since COVID-19 online sales growth is outpacing in

store. Average growth rates from 3/8/20 to 6/7/20 are 

75%. The latest few weeks average 55% as states begin 

to ease mobility restrictions.

Dollar% Change 

120% 
104.4% 

22.5% 
19.2% 19.1% 

15 9% 14 8% · · 13.3% 11.8% 

-In Store -Online

Source: /RI 2020; $ % Change- /RI TSV and eMarket Insights COS 
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E-commerce

43% Of Consumers Have Made An Online 
Purchase When They Would Usually Shop In Store. 

■ Online shopping and stocking up behaviors continue
to grow as COVID-19 continues.

How has COVID-19 impacted your shopping behavior in the past w ek? 

65% 

56% 
55% 56% 

52% 54% 
49% 

Exper need Eot.ing out less 
product shortages 

at stor s I'm 

try,ng to buy from 

Numerator 

46%45% 

Delaying 
purchos s or 

s rvoces 

42% 41% 43%43% 

34% 
29% 

I 
Stores I m,ght Mok,ng online 

otherwise go to purchases when I 
ore dosed would usually 

shop ,n store 

21% 18"' 18% 

Stocking-up on Buying products I 
products I wouldn't 
wouldn't otherwise bvy 

OthO<WISO 
stock-up on 

■Wee of4/28 

■We ofS/26 

• Wee!< of 6/22 

14% 12% 
9% 

Shopping ,n o 
store I wouldn't 
otherwise shop 

·Num roto1 Survey 6/22/2020- St oppe1 w1tt conform d purcho w prior I n•1004 
tnclud s data from pr v,ous surv ys 
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E-commerce
Anticipating The Future:

Panic buying has eased, but demand spikes remain as 

consumers eat at home more often due to COVID-19 health

concerns. 

Economic impacts of the shut down will cause behaviors 

exhibited during previous recessions, including purchasing 

more private label and multi-use packages. 

Consumers will continue to social distance and shift grocery 

trips to weekdays. The basket size will remain elevated with 

fewer than normal trips. 

Retailers and manufacturers will continue to limit depth of 

assortment. Manufacturers will need to defend their shelf 

space as retailers reallocate space for high-demand and 

high margin categories. This will make it harder to get new 

items and variety into stores. Single serve packages will 

continue to be challenged with less out of home and 

on-the-go occasions. 

E-commerce will continue to gain share of wallet as shoppers

get used to ordering online and omnichannel retailers invest

in infrastructure needed to support the demand for additional

services.

Source: IRI 2020 "Anticipating Life after Covid-19" 
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The outbreak of COVID-19 has limited our ability to gather

together. Stay-at-home orders have significantly changed the 

way that consumers are able to observe major holidays in 

2020 and shopping behavior is adjusting accordingly. 

With restricted celebrations, retailers will have to adjust their 

promotional strategies around key events to better support 

their customers and attract new ones. 

According to a Numerator survey at Easter, most shoppers 

indicated that they would replace large gatherings with social 

distancing and web-camera based connections. 79% of 

respondents reported planning to stay at home for the holiday. 

This led to 59% spending less on Easter related goods this 

year compared to last. 

A shift in messaging for large gatherings to intimate 

shelter-in-place family meals is evident in retailer circulars and 

it will be important for retailers to continue to make these types 

of adjustments in the coming weeks and months. 

Manufacturers should evaluate traditional promotional plans 

and adjust for smaller gatherings. At Easter items like party 

platters and general grocery items were replaced with grilling 

and other backyard cooking essentials in circulars. 
Source: IRI 20 ''Anticipating Life after Covid-19" 

Holiday Promotional Planning 
Holiday Celebrations Will Be Smaller And Spent With 
Close Family And Friends:
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Will likely spend Memorial Day in a 

similar way as last year 

Don't Know 

Different Plans This Year than Last Year 

Last Year: 

• 1 9% hosted or attended a party
• 1 3% traveled

Source: IRI urvey / 2 among National Con umer Panel 

Holiday Impacts 

Lighter Demand For Summer Holiday Products 
and Items for Entertaining Large Groups 
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Holiday Impacts 

Holidays Will Look Different Than In Past Years As 
Consumers Remain Concerned About Health And 
COVID-19 Exposure 

■ As we settle into summer, over half of consumers indicate intent to

travel domestically by car. Businesses that cater to travel and

hospitality may be in for a slight boost after months of inactivity.

■ As we ease into the reopening process, businesses should expect

a slow return to any out-of-home social activities and behaviors,

particularly those that are indoors.

■ Holiday celebrations will mainly consist of small groups within

extended social bubbles and will be held outside whenever

possible. Large entertaining trays and platters will be in less

demand than prior years with more people staying home with

immediate family and close friends.

How likely or unlikely are you to do each of the following activities in the next 2 weeks (covers July 4th holiday) 

■ Extremely Likely Very Likely Neither Likely nor Unlikely Very Unlikely ■ Extremely Unlikely n/o 

,_ 

Trovel domeaticolly by oirplone 

Source: Numerator Survey 6/22/20'20- Shoppers with confirmed purchases week prior (n-1004) 
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